


    




VELTRA tours & activities, fun things to do

VELTRA offers hundreds of tours and activities for travelers around the globe. Experience everything countries of the world have to offer! Choose from sightseeing tours to spa escapes to interactive cultural programs and so much more. With new destinations added daily and an easy way to manage your fun, VELTRA is the only way to travel.          
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Waterfall Adventures
in Hawaii
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Canyon Hikes
from Las Vegas
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Scuba Diving
in Okinawa
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Why Book

with VELTRA ?



Superior

Customer Support



Best Price

Guarantee



Genuine

Reviews & Photos



No Hidden

Fees



Point Reward

Program
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Top Destinations
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Latest 5-Star Reviews
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by: Quiana
An awesome experience!!!
Great time, good people, beautiful views and an awesome experience!!!                            	




Kaneohe Bay Sandbar Ocean Sports Adventure with Snorkel, Kayak, SUP & Live Music (from Hawaii, Oahu)
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by: Lynnette 
Swimming with 
We had the best time ever with this snorkeling adventure.  My husband doesn't really like snorkling but does...more                            	




Waikiki Swim with Turtles Tour - Moana Catamaran Best Honolulu Snorkeling Cruise (from Hawaii, Oahu)
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by: GG
A definite must do!
This activity was great our guide was knowledgeable in all things from the horses themselves to the whales a...more                            	




Oahu North Shore Beach Horseback Riding Experience - Daytime & Sunset Tours (from Hawaii, Oahu)
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by: MB
A great activity 
I received a warm welcome and the workshop was comfortable. My guide was kind and knowledgeable and happily ...more                            	




Japanese Plastic Food Sample Art Experience in Tokyo (from Japan, Tokyo)
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by: Deborah Tonge 
Amazing tour 
We booked this tour for the day before we left for home .
The trip and the wealth of knowledge Brandon impa...more                            	




Ultimate Oahu Circle Island Guided Nature Tour & Waimea Waterfall with Lunch (from Hawaii, Oahu)








See All 5-Star Reviews














	
		
			
									
						Capture and share your experience with us! Tag #veltrajapan for a chance to be featured.
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VELTRA tours & activities, fun things to do

VELTRA offers hundreds of tours and activities for travelers around the globe. Experience everything countries of the world have to offer! Choose from sightseeing tours to spa escapes to interactive cultural programs and so much more. With new destinations added daily and an easy way to manage your fun, VELTRA is the only way to travel.                                                					
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